
Insulated, Reusable, High Impact Containers for Temperature-Sensitive Transport

The Durable Insulated Containers are ideal for storage in the 
warehouse, on the dock, and for the transport and storage of dry 
ice. Unloading and loading is trouble-free thanks to the durable and 
ergonomic design. 

Optimize the transport of chilled, frozen, 
or sub-zero perishables on your dry goods 
trailer

Durable Insulated Containers

Maintains critical temperature and product quality for hours up to several days without 
mechanical refrigeration

Polyethylene and urethane foam provides maximum durability and insulation

Yields years of reuse in the most rugged environments
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Durable Insulated Containers

Specifications
 § FDA approved materials

 § Double-wall construction with specialty-treated high 
impact polyethylene

 § Specially formulated foam-in-place urethane insulation

 § FLX-SEAL® doors on upright models fold up and out of 
the way allowing for complete product access

 § Optional accessories include: dry ice compartments, 
shelving, drains, casters, airflow floors, retention straps, 
corporate door logos, custom branding

Have Questions? 
 § Call us for a quote at 800-323-7424 or email us at info@sftruckandtrailer.net

CHEST STYLE MODELS
MODEL INTERIOR DIMENSIONS EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS

HR11P2-LC 43” X 27.5” X 39.5” 

UPRIGHT STYLE MODELS

35.5” X 21” X 24” 

HR27P

HR30P

HR32P

41” X 37” X 29” 

41” X 37” X 31” 

41.5” X 37” X 36” 

48” X 43” X 40.5” 

48” X 43” X 41.5” 

47.5” X 43.5” X 49” 

MODEL INTERIOR DIMENSIONS EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS

HR32P 47.5” X 43.5” X 49” 41.5” X 37” X 36” 

HR54P 42” X 34” X 64” 48” X 40” X 77” 


